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What is AiTrillion?

AiTrillion derives its AI power from over 80 million+ verified online 
consumer data, 100,000+ Seller Network & $3.8B USD worth 
transactions analyzed & counting. AiTrillion’s 8+ customer 
engagement channels integrated with analytics built for the 
eCommerce industry, we at AiTrillion specialize at connecting the dots 
between millions of customers across 175+ countries. 

Seller Network Countries Online Buyers Push Reach

AiTrillion is the first ever SaaS-based Artificial 
Intelligence enabled – all-in-one marketing 
platform for eCommerce sellers.
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AiTrillion aims to simplify the nuances of technology and create a simple 
yet powerful Ai-powered eCommerce platform. Using the power of 
crowdsourcing and technology, we shall allow sellers to focus on 
creating better products and offer better customer service, rather than 
focusing on the ever-advancing technology or getting into the “how-tos” 
of Online Marketing. We are working our way to becoming the 
pollyannas of automated technology such that sellers can be stress-free 
about how and whats of technology and focus on creativity in their 
business. 

Our Vision

Everything you are 
looking for is packed 
under one roof with its 
Integrated & Innovative 
features.

1M+ 175+ 98M+ 2M+
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Journey of AiTrillion

 

Ai

2009
Started web design  
and development

2010
Focused on Wordpress 

and woocommerce 
development.

2014
Started working with 

Shopify

2012
Magento development on 
premium stores and marketing to 
increase traffic and sales.

2017
Have 13+ Shopify apps and 

completed 1500+ successful 
store setup.

2015
Launched first Shopify 
app.

2019
Launched AiTrillion with a 
huge experience of 
eCommerce marketing, 13+ 
Apps and 2000+ store 
development.

2020
Focused to add more value 

and automation in AiTrillion to 
boost customer engagement, 

retention and sales.



Power of integration

AiTrillion becomes a more powerful platform due to the integration and sharing 
of data and triggers between all modules. 

Few examples of how it works.

 Loyalty program integrated 
with all modules

Email marketing integrated 
with loyalty program and review

Web Push integration with 
loyalty program and review

Customers can earn points if 
they leave a review. Based on 
tier system customers can earn 
double points for reviews too. 
 
Automatic emails and push can 
be sent after customers reach 
an “X” number of points to 
redeem them before they 
expire. 
 
Smart popups encourage 
customers to sign up and earn 
points. 

Customers will receive 
automatic emails for review 
request as well as reminders 
too.  They also receive emails 
to redeem points once they 
reach the set number of points. 
Dynamic workflows can be 
created with many eCommerce 
based triggers to send emails 
as well as web push messages. 

Customers will receive push 
messages for review request 
after product purchase. They 
will get push messages if they 
reach a set number of points to 
redeem it. Also, our dynamic 
push popup encourages 
customers to subscribe for 
push to earn points. 

Review integrated with 
all modules: 

Abandoned Cart 
Automation

Smart Popups 
Integration

Once the order is placed, 
automatic emails and push 
messages are sent to 
customers for review after the 
product is shipped. We can also 
send emails with loyalty points 
they eared once a review is 
submitted. Smart popups 
appear dynamically to 
customers after they purchase 
any product to leave a review. 

Use AiTrillion to intelligently send 
email, web push, and smart 
popups to people who leave 
part-way through checkout. Due 
to multiple ways to reach 
customers, we see 2.5x more 
conversion of carts than any 
other platform.

AiTrillion’s popups are more 
powerful as they appear based 
on customer behavior and bring 
more conversions. AiTrillion 
also offers review popups, 
loyalty sign up popup, 
newsletter sign up popups, exit-
intent popups, abandoned cart 
popups, as well as customized 
popups. Our smart popups can 
be easily integrated with email 
campaign list and work 
automation so you can send it 
just after form submissions. 



Email Marketing & Automation

The Complete Toolkit To Supercharge Your Email Campaign With 
Ai And Automation

 

From Email design to Automation emails, get all the tools you need to 
create exclusive email campaigns

Features

Drag & Drop Email Editor Pre-built Email Templates

Email Design Email Templates

Send Emails to Customer 
List & Segments

Newsletter and Exit Intent  
Popups to capture Emails

Tracking and evaluating email 
marketing statistics

Automate Your Marketing 
and Sales with Workflows

Email Marketing

Email Subscription Email Statistics

Email Automation

Email Marketing 
Channel Should Be 
Driving 25-40% of your 
Store Revenue.

AiTrillion interactive 
emails increased the 
email click rate by 10X.    

AiTrillion Smart Popups 
grew subscribers active 
email list by 150%   

Email marketing integrated with loyalty 
program and review

Key Takeaways

Customers will receive automatic emails for review request as 
well as reminders too.  They also receive emails to redeem 
points once they reach the set number of points. 
Dynamic workflows can be created with many eCommerce 
based triggers to send emails as well as web push messages. 



Loyalty Rewards Program

Increase Customer Engagement With Points Based Reward & Referral Program

 

Make A 
Purchase

Visit 
Store

Review 
Product

On X Orders 
Get Y Points

Create 
An Account

Activity Rules

Follow On 
Social Media

Share On 
Facebook

Happy 
Birthday

Buy $x Get 
Y Points

Refer A 
Friend

Money Off Visit 
Store

Offer Rewards 
For Referring

Product  
Discount 

Percentage 
Discount

Rewards to Customers

Free 
Shipping

AiTrillion helps you boost engagement with your customers by 
rewarding them with loyalty points for actions like writing 
product reviews, and social follows.  

Why AiTrillion’s Loyalty Rewards And Referrals Program?

Advance Widgets

Loyalty Points

Advance Customer 
Analytics

Tier System

Custom Design 

Referral Program

More advanced 
features like snippets 
for current point status, 
Cart Point Redeem, 
separate Refer a friend 
popup module and 
many more. 

Motivate your 
customers with Loyalty 
points and increase 
their engagement on 
the store.

More advanced features 
like snippets for current 
point status, Cart Point 
Redeem, separate Refer 
a friend popup module 
and many more. 

Give more value to your 
best customers with a 
powerful inbuilt Tier 
system. 

Customize and apply 
your design principles to 
the look and feel of your 
loyalty program. Apply 
your brand’s aesthetic on 
both desktop and mobile. 
If you need help, we’re 
here for you. 

Turn your customers to 
become your advocates 
by sharing on Social 
profiles and Refer a 
Friend.

 Loyalty program 
integrated with all 
modules

Key Takeaways

Customers can earn points if 
they leave a review. Based on 
tier system customers can earn 
double points for reviews too. 
 
Automatic emails and push can 
be sent after customers reach an 
“X” number of points to redeem 
them before they expire. 
 
Smart popups encourage 
customers to sign up and earn 
points. 



POS

Infuse AiTrillion With Shopify Point Of Sale (POS)

Use AiTrillion reward program to stimulate 
profitable actions at your online store. 
Integrate AiTrillion to sell your products and 
accept payments on any device while 
automatically updating your inventory, orders, 
and customer data.

Register new customers into your loyalty 
reward program and help customers to redeem 
their available points using the AiTrillion POS 
app. With AiTrillion, you can easily apply 
available rewards to the checkout within the 
POS app. 

You can give reward points in the following conditions:

Use AiTrillion For:
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
.

Money O� 
A Fixed Amount O� A Customer’s 
Entire Order (E.G. $5 O�). 
Percentage Discount 
A Percentage Discount O� A 
Customer’s Entire Order. 

Reward Your Customers 
With Shopify Coupons. 
 
Set Up AiTrillion For 
Seamless Success.

Send Attractive Offers

When A Customer Creates An Account 
When A Customer Makes Purchase 
When A Customer Leaves A Review 

Easy To Use POS Software

. 

. 

. 



Product Review 
Form

Site Review 
button

Reviews with 
Photos

Review Reminder 
Emails

Smart Review 
Popup

Review In-Email 
Form

Product Reviews + Q&A

Establish Authority & Influence Visitors With User Generated Content

 

Review Collection

Product Review 
Gallery

Product Rating 
Snippet 

Google Rich 
Snippet SEO

Review Floating 
Button

Carousel Review 
Gallery

Review Publishing

Full Review 
Page Widget

AiTrillion helps you in intensifying conversions by allowing you to 
reach your customers to leave a review with email automation and 
push notification. Setup multiple reminders to capture reviews and 
reward them to leave a review on your store. 
Incentivize your customers with AiTrillion’s automated email series 
including attractive coupons, reward points, and offer codes to 
encourage customers to submit reviews towards future purchases. 

Accelerate the growth of your business by 
serving your customers even after their job is 
done. The most effective customer reviews 
speak about the topics shoppers are looking 
for information about.

HEY JEFF,
You’ve recently bought White 

Shirt 

SUBMIT REVIEW

Review integrated with 
all modules: 

Key Takeaways

Once the order is placed, 
automatic emails and push 
messages are sent to customers 
for review after the product is 
shipped. We can also send 
emails with loyalty points they 
eared once a review is 
submitted. Smart popups appear 
dynamically to customers after 
they purchase any product to 
leave a review. 



Automated Push Abandoned 
Cart Push

Order 
Placed

Push 
Scheduling

Browse 
Abandonment

Send 
Manual Push

Welcome Push 
Notification

Shipping 
Confirmation

Web Push Notifications

Intelligently Reach Your Customers Off The Website

 

Features

Convert every visitor into the most buying customers by reaching out 
even though they are not available on your store by delivering 
messages directly on their desktops/smartphones with a variety of 
AI-enabled push notifications.

You can also schedule your push notifications at defined intervals 
with daily, weekly and monthly notifications and also personalize 
your offers with our abandoned cart automation to the audience who 
visited your site recently and added a product to their abandoned 
cart, however, didn’t checkout. Even more astounding than it 
sounds, push notifications increase customer retention up to 7X 
times, along with making a visible impact on customer engagement. 

Push Notifications are a significant way to 
reach your diversified audience. Backed by 
real-time insights and powerful features, you 
can engage your audience and deliver high-
impact experiences.

AiTrillion offers exclusive 
Push features like –

Web Push integration 
with loyalty program and 
review

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Personalization 

Demographic targeting 

Customer engagement 

Behavioral retargeting 

Instant subscriber reports 

Campaign reports 

Impression Tracker reports 

Google UTM parameter reports

Key Takeaways

Customers will receive push 
messages for review request 
after product purchase. They will 
get push messages if they reach 
a set number of points to redeem 
it. Also, our dynamic push popup 
encourages customers to 
subscribe for push to earn 
points. 



Ai Workflow Automation

Automate Your Marketing and Sales with eCommerce Based Triggers

 

Abandoned Cart 
Series

Welcome 
Series

Shipping 
Confirmation

Order 
Confirmation

Browse  
Abandonment

Automation Work�ow Templates

Win-Back 
Series

Review 
Reminders

Order 
Follow-Up

Customer 
Reactivation

Loyalty Point 
Series

It is integrated with the feature for better insights. Design your 
desired email to the targeted audience within a blink of an eye and 
get set go. The integrated technology at AiTrillion allows you to 
manage marketing processes and trigger multifunctional campaigns, 
across multiple channels, automatically.

AiTrillion’s workflow automation is the smartest 
way to target your potential customers and to 
really amp up those conversion rates.

Trigger

Begin workflow when a cart is  

abandoned.

Delay

Wait for a relative period of  
time: 1 Hours.

Cart Status

Completed Abandoned

Contact who hit this node will be  
directed along the path that  
corresponds to the current status of  
their shopping cart.

Abandoned Cart Series 

Workflow Integration with all Modules

Key Takeaways

Dynamic workflows can be created with many eCommerce 
based triggers to send emails as well as web push messages. 
 
Automatic emails and push can be sent after customers reach 
an “X” number of points to redeem them before they expire.



Smart Popups

Engage Your Audience With Web Push Notifications

 

Grab Your Visitor's Attention Without Annoying Them By Displaying 
A Targeted Offer Based On Customer Behavior.

The variations available in displaying targeted offers 
based on customer behaviours include –

Newsletter Popup 
Signup & Earn Popup 
Push Access Popup 
Review Popup 
Exit Intent Popup 
Social Media Sharing option Popup and many more

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

.

Our AI-enabled Smart Pop-ups are user-
friendly notifications distinctly customized after 
understanding the requirements of the 
audience and respond as per their emotions at 
certain intervals notifying similar interests.

Newsletter Signup

Product Review Popup

Exit Intent Popup

Abandoned Cart Popup

Store Review Popup

Push Access Popup

Loyalty Signup Popup

Give Away Popup

SUBSCRIBE

Subscribe now!

Enter your email address

Subscribe to our newsletter & stay updated!

Be the First to Product 
Review



What do you think about it?

Write a Review

Signup up & Earn 
100 Loyalty Points

LOGO

Signup Now

Win a Free Tee
Allow for Push & Earn

100 Loyalty Points

Smart Popups Integration

Key Takeaways

AiTrillion’s popups are more 
powerful as they appear based 
on customer behavior and bring 
more conversions. AiTrillion also 
offers review popups, loyalty sign 
up popup, newsletter sign up 
popups, exit-intent popups, 
abandoned cart popups, as well 
as customized popups. Our 
smart popups can be easily 
integrated with email campaign 
list and work automation so you 
can send it just after form 
submissions. 



Announcement Bar

Get the attention of your potential audience with automate 
announcement bars and drive more sales.

 

Flash your promotions with a fully customized 
bar on your online store. You can also design 
bar background images based on customer 
psychology and season to generate more 
sales. For designing personalized discounts 
and coupons, you need a complete view of 
your customer. However, if you’re missing out 
on valuable customer insights, you are surely 
losing somewhere.

Create Announcement Bars like Free Shipping Bar, Offer Bar, Sales 
Motivator and any bars. 

AiTrillion allows 
eCommerce stores to 
turn first time visitors 
into valuable customers 
by offering features like

. 

. 

.
Customized Form Fields 

Timed Display Control 

Scroll based triggering

Announcement Bar

Countdown Timer Bar

Sales Motivator Bar

Showcase this bar for any notifications, free shipping, 
offers or sales on the store.

Add urgency to your promotions or offers with the 
countdown timer.

Motivate your customers to buy more from the store 
and reach the goal to get offer.

AiTrillion can help you append missing customer data too. Once you 
have a 360-degree view of your customers, you can create customized 
discount bars to effectively connect and engage with your audience. 



Live Chat & Chatbot

Live Chat + Bots= Grow Your Sales

 

AiTrillion helps you to connect to the right 
person at the right time in the right place. It 
also automates the workflow behind the scene 
and acts as an extension of your support team. 

Create, Manage And Train Chatbot To Engage Your Customers.

By the year 2021, 
according to a recent 
survey conducted by 
Oracle,

80% of businesses 
will want their own 
chatbots

60% of the youth 
population already 
uses chatbots daily.AiTrillions’ ChatBot helps in:

Lead generation 
Customer engagement 
Customer support 
Customize bots without code 

. 

. 

. 

.

AiTrillion’s chatbot is a must to have for eCommerce stores to welcome 
new visitors, boost your customer engagement, deliver personalized 
recommendations and much more. No matter how busy your team is, 
give customers instant answers 24/7 with our live ChatBot. 
 
Collect information, understand customer behavior, and route 
conversations with Ai predictions. We care for our customers, their needs 
and we understand their time is precious. We believe in giving customers 
that level of engagement and satisfaction. 

AiTrillion’s ChatBot is designed to communicate with your customers as well as visitors to answer 
all their frequently asked questions, alleviate pain points, and provide delightful customer 
experiences.



Product Recommendation

Drive Sales With Personalized Product Recommendations

 

Target customers with Ai driven 
recommendations across your sales channels. 
Reinforce your marketing strength with 
personalized recommendations that help you 
reach your goals faster.

You can send a recommendation based on:

A customer’s search queries 
Their purchase history 
What’s currently in their 
shopping cart 
Their social behavior  
Their geographic location 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

.

AiTrillion analyses your customers’ purchase history and browsing 
behavior to deliver automated, personalized emails, push notification and 
smart pop-ups and helps you grow your audience smartly.  
 
Send each customer a personalized email with dynamic product 
recommendations based on their most recent activity on your site with 
AiTrillion. 

Let your customers know that you know them very well.

New Arrival 
Products

Trending 
Products

Recently Viewed 
Products

NEW ARRIVAL PRODUCTS

Hi John, Here's what you never 
want to miss!

LOGO

LOGO

/// Checkout the Trending Products ///

Shop Now

Web Page 
Recommendation

In Email 
Recommendation

You can use products 
widget templates for:



Ai Box 

Place Everything In One Place To Increase 
Engagement 

 

Loyalty 
Reward

Email 
Subscription

Theme 
Customization

Customized  
Offer

Product & 
Site Review

Product 
Recommendations

Features

Recommended Products

4.1

Ai

Don’t let your visitors wander around and place 
everything that they need in one place to 
enhance engagement. 

AiTrillion has designed an all-in-one Ai Box where you 
get access to a variety of convenient options to 
engage your customers such as 

Amaze Customers With Tempting Add-on

Use Ai box to:

Loyalty points,  
Product and Site Reviews,  
Personalized product recommendations,  
Personalized in-app offers, 
Email subscriptions,  
ChatBot widgets and more. 

Welcome First Time Visitors 
Boost Your Website Ratings 
Drive Feature Adoption 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

.

. 

. 

. 

AiTrillion’s Ai-powered box is a must to have for eCommerce stores to 
win the hearts of customers and website visitors to enhance sales at 
scale. 



Predictions

Map Your Customers Path With Ai Prediction

 

Time Based 
Predictions

Price Based 
Predictions

Location Based 
Predictions

Day Based 
Predictions

Repeat 
Customers

Features

AiTrillion helps you predict your customers next 
move with the combination of data based on 
behavior and actions performed by the 
customer. 

Ai Predictions Based on Various Touchpoints

With AiTrillion predictive analytics platform, you can now use past and 
current data to reliably forecast trends and behaviors of customers to 
maximize occupancy and revenue.Leverage powerful Ai predictions for 
well-defined segmentation to continue the personal conversations with 
your subscribers, visitors, and customers on the web. 



Custom Audience

 

Price Based 

Reviews Given

Product Based

Order Value

Frequent Visitors 

Visit Store

Festival

Time Based

Color Based

Country

Zip Code

Features

 By Breaking Them Down Based On Distinctive Attributes.

Loyalty Points

Orders In A Month

Festive ProductsProvince (State)

Frequent Buyers City

Audience



The main motive of the Custom Audience 
feature for an eCommerce Seller is that one 
doesn’t need to guess and worry about the 
communication that will be sent out and the 
targeted audience. 

AiTrillion’s Custom Audience feature allows you to create a tailor-
made audience from your existing customer database. By tracking 
how each potential customer progresses along his journey and the 
touchpoints that the buyer completes, eCommerce sellers can more 
effectively influence people who have expressed interest in their 
products.

Target the relevant 
audience through his 
entire lifecycle by 
running triggers based 
on multiple predefined 
filters —

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

.

Price 

Product 

Location – Country 

 Province (State) and City 

Frequent buyers 

Store visits 

Festive Shoppers 

Loyalty Rewards 

Order value and many more.



Personalization

 

Give Your Marketing Strategy A Personal Touch With Ai

Deliver a personal touch at scale with the 
world’s leading AI-powered automated platform 
for digital commerce.

Personalize every interaction to deliver an ideal customer experience 
at extent across web, email, push notification and popups. Make 
your newsletter sign up notifications more engaging and click-worthy 
with product images, offers, and pre-build templates and increase 
your email list drastically.

AiTrillion offers:
. 
. 
. 

Behavioral targeting 

Complete campaign reports 

Pre-designed email, push and 

popups templates 

Personalize Your Marketing Campaign With 
Actionable Insights

Use AiTrillion to create personalized 
campaigns that generate more leads, attract 
more subscribers, and make more sales. Send 
smart popups, web push notifications and 
email series with personalized content and 
drastically increase your outreach efforts. 



Customer Segmentation

 

Frequent 
Buyers

Loosing 
Customers

Non Purchasing 
Visitors 

New 
Visitor 

Top Purchasing 
Customers 

The most useful pre-de�ned segments include-

Segment By Every Single Customer Detail

New 
Customers

Use AiTrillion’s Ai-powered automatic 
segmentation tools to find the groups who are 
close to conversion and the ones close to 
churning. Highly relevant personal – based 
precision filters such as Last seen, First seen, 
Last contact, Shopify id, Total spent, etc will 
automatically segment your customers. 

With AiTrillion, you can target customers on the basis of what they 
actually bought, what they looked at on your website, how much they 
spend, when they open emails, what device they mostly use to 
interact with your emails, and so you can send what they actually 
want to receive.

Target the relevant 
audience through his 
entire lifecycle by 
running triggers based 
on multiple predefined 
filters —

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

.

Price 

Product 

Location – Country 

 Province (State) and City 

Frequent buyers 

Store visits 

Festive Shoppers 

Loyalty Rewards 

Order value and many more.

Loyalty 
Engage 

Segment on behaviors 
Target based on events 
Generate better results 

. 

. 

.



Customer Timeline

 

Systematize Customer Interactions In A Single Timeline

AiTrillion timeline provides a visual display of 
customers’ activities. It enables proper 
implementation and analysis of multi-channel 
attribution to perfectly understand a customer’s 
history and enhance ROI.

Stream your customer behavior and summaries in a single location. 
With AiTrillion, you can see when customers have visited the store, 
any email received from you, points earned when they purchased 
anything, when they receive an email and what they do when an 
email is received. 

This will help to see how your marketing is affecting 
a customer’s thought process. With AiTrillion’s 
Customer Timeline, you can check:

Loyalty Point Earn & Redeem 
Push Allowed 
Review Email Sent 
Customer Signup & Shop Visited 
Make A Purchase 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Know Your Web 
Visitors

ROI 
Attribution

Predict Your 
Customers In 
Advance













%

Shop Visited

Email Sent - O�er 10%

Email Open - O�er 10%

Web Push Sent 

Review Email sent

Recently Purchased

Recently Purchased

2 Hour ago

3 Hour ago

12 Hour ago

12 Hour ago

18 Hour

18 Hour

Just Now

Load More

Ai



Reports & Analytics

 

Unlock Huge Opportunities With Actionable Insights!

Increase response rates, customer loyalty, and 
ROI by contacting the right customers with 
highly relevant offers and messages. 

Take a sneak peek of the 
complete analytics of 
your user as follows –
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 

Total Engagements 

Total Push Subscribers 

Announcement Bar Engagements 

Total Reviews 

Loyalty Reward Engagements 

Abandoned Cart Emails 

and many more

Connecting the Dots To Help Your Business 
Take Off

AiTrillion centralizes all of your data in one place, gives you the 
complete picture of who your visitors are, where they’re coming from, 
and in what ways do they interact with your website.

Get meaningful insights from the barrage of customer data and 
unlock the power to craft personalized email series, web push 
notifications, popups and loyalty programs.

Ai

The first step in 
exceeding your 
customer’s expectations 
is to know those 
expectations. 

– Roy H. Williams

Understand Patterns To Make Better Business 
Decisions.

With analytics, you can:

AiTrillion Offers:

Reduce campaign costs. 
Cut down attrition by accurately predicting customer behavior. 
Deliver the personalized message by segmenting customers 

Real-Time Visualizations 
High-Speed Reporting 
Location-based marketing 
Location-based targeting 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 



About AiTrillion

 

AiTrillion is an All-In-One Marketing 

Cloud, built for the e-commerce world. 

With AiTrillion, companies can 

orchestrate campaigns across channels 

like Email, Push, Loyalty Reward and 

Reviews with Automation towards higher 

conversions powered by machine 

learning. 

 

Traditionally, marketing clouds are a way 

too expensive to implement, hard to 

learn and of-course rule-based. At 

AiTrillion, we have built an enterprise 

solution that is easier to use, elegantly 

designed, fully integrated and is learning-

based. 

- Founder, Manoj Dhanotiya

" From the very beginning, we felt passionately about 
bringing integrity to the opaque E-commerce 

industry."

Online Buyers Push Reach
1 M+ 175+ 98 M+ 2 M+

Sellers Network Countries

13+ SUCCESSFUL APPS ON SHOPIFY 



Benefits of AiTrillion

 

Customer Engagement 

Save Money

Better Communication

Better Customer Experience

Customer Retention

Increase Repeat Purchase

Gather Valuable Data

AiTrillion creates a roadmap by 
enhancing customers’ journey 
which drives more Engagement & 
boost revenue.

AiTrillion offers Ai powered 
automated marketing features at 
72% less cost as compared to other 
Shopify Apps.

Seamlessly grow your channel and 
connect new people every-time 
which will lead to more sales and 
happy customers. 

Deliver the highly relevant 
experience that every customer 
wants with the precision and 
consistency across every customer 
touch-point.

AiTrillion focuses on engaging 
customers by multiple touch-points 
on your store which results in a hike 
of redemption rate 

AiTrillion helps you increase repeat 
purchase and customer lifetime 
value with reward points and loyalty 
points that give customers more 
reasons to return to your store.

AiTrillion allows you to fetch your 
customers’ data from every corner 
and use it for mapping future 
marketing planning.

Let’s take a look at some of the key ways that automation can benefit your eCommerce business. 

Increase Sales
Motivate your customers with sales 
motivator bar to buy more from the 
store and increase your store 
profitability without burning extra 
money. 

Actionable Data Insights
Get deep insights of customers’ 
buying habits and lifestyle 
preferences to predict more 
accurate buying behaviors and take 
smart decisions for immense 
growth.

Attract New Customers
AiTrillion helps you to target 
different visitor segments with fully 
customized text that are more 
relevant and more likely to convert 
into leads. 



AiTrillion vs Multiple Apps

When considering the differences between AiTrillion 
and Multiple Apps

Just One App

Dependency

Less Cost

Data Security

Ease of use

Marketing Automation

We are committed to deliver the product which makes 
the life of merchants easier.

Replace unreliable server based apps with our AWS 
infrastructure with AiTrillion.

Save up to 72% of the cost on Shopify app monthly 
billing with AiTrillion.

Industry standard AWS based secured cloud with just 
one app, your customer's data is in safe hand.

Increase your website speed by adding just AiTrllion & 
remove multiple individual apps.

We know the value of time and as a seller, you must 
focus on multiple task and you can't just focus on 
managing website and lot of apps. We provided 
exclusive features in one app and very much focused 
on "Customer Engagement with Automation".

 

Everything you are 
looking for is packed 
under one roof with its 
Integrated & Innovative 
features.
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
.

Email Marketing Automation 

Loyalty Rewards Program 

Product Reviews + Q&A 

Web Push Notifications 

Ai Workflow Automation 

Smart Popups 

Announcement Bar 

Ai Chatbot 

Product Recommendation 

Ai Predictions



Our Current Technology Stacks

AiTrillion runs on a multi-tenancy platform. We have the capability to scale the 
database vertically and horizontally both. 

Our full platform is on the Cloud

Services

Database Compute Analytics

Cloudwatch, ELB, CloudFront, API Gateway, S3, EBS, CodeCommit, SNS

AWS DynamoDB

AWS Aurora MySQL Amazon EC2

Amazon Nginx

Linux Lambda

Step Functions

Amazon Athena

Amazon Kinesis

Frontend
HTML/CSS

(in few modules)

Backend Language
V5.6/7.0

Zend Framework 1.0

Core PHP

Node.js

Python

Serverless Framework

Framework
Zend Framework



Customer Reviews

 
Earth to Autism

NitroSmile
"

I would have to say that this is one of the best apps I have used 

through Shopify. If you want to combine all your apps into one 

app then this is the one. Cart Abandonment, Reviews, Loyalty 

Program, Push Notification, email and the list goes on. Well done 

on a great app

My monthly expenses have fallen to a fraction.  

Replaces almost all important applications within a single 

system ...  Reviews, abandoned cart, push notification, loyalty 

point management, etc. Customer service is fast and accurate.  

I highly recommend this app!



Review on 



 

.comTrillion
Maximize Engagement

Ai
144, Burgundy Hill LN, Middletown, CT 06457.

Email: support@aitrillion.com
Website: www.aitrillion.com


